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Advanced Small Bowel Adenocarcinoma
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Editorial
Small bowel adenocarcinoma (SBA), which can be found in the duodenum, 

jejunum, or ileum, is a rare cancer that accounts for 3–5% of all gastrointestinal 
cancers. Because of the non-specific nature of clinical symptoms, approximately 
one-third of these tumours are diagnosed at an advanced (unresectable or 
metastatic) stage. It is possible that trends toward earlier diagnosis will be 
seen in the future with the development of improved imaging techniques and 
advances in endoscopy, such as enteroscopy and capsule endoscopy. The 
tumour stage at diagnosis was localised or resectable in 54% of the NADEGE 
cohort study participants, locally advanced, unresectable in 5.5 percent, 
metastatic in 33.5 percent, and undetermined clinical stage in 7%.

The TNM classification is the most important prognostic factor in SBA, 
as it is in many other cancers. Despite a slight improvement in the median 
Overall Survival (OS) for localised disease, the prognosis for SBA remains 
poor. The 5-year Overall Survival (OS) rate for stage I disease is 50%, 40% 
for stage II, 10–40% for stage III, and less than 5% for stage IV disease. Other 
risk factors include male gender, duodenal location, poor differentiation, and 
SBA associated with Crohn's disease as opposed to de novo SBA. Although 
retrospective studies revealed the ability to resect limited metastatic disease, 
no prospective studies were carried out.

Resection of the primary tumour should be considered only in the case 
of primary tumour symptomatology, such as perforation, bowel obstruction, or 
uncontrolled gastrointestinal bleeding, in the case of unresectable metastatic 
disease. In all other cases, palliative chemotherapy is the primary mode of 
treatment for metastatic SBA. This review focuses on the role of systemic 
therapy, surgical metastasectomy, and novel therapies in advanced SBA, such 
as targeted therapies and immunotherapy [1-5].

Chemotherapy

Although no randomised clinical trials have yet shown that systemic 
chemotherapy is superior to best supportive care alone, retrospective studies 
have shown that palliative chemotherapy is superior. One of the earliest 
retrospective studies reported 12-month versus 2-month Overall Survival (OS) 
for systemic chemotherapy and best supportive care, respectively. Several 
retrospective or prospective studies have since reported a survival benefit 

for chemotherapy administration compared to best supportive care alone, 
with a median OS ranging from 9 to 19 months in patients receiving palliative 
chemotherapy versus only 2 to 13 months in patients receiving palliative care.

Targetedtherapies

Due to similarities in molecular alterations and effective chemotherapy 
regimens between SBA and colorectal cancer (CRC), targeted therapies 
commonly used in CRC, such as anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
or anti-vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), were studied in advanced 
SBA.

Immune checkpoint inhibitors

Immune Checkpoint Inhibitors (ICIs) have emerged as the cornerstone 
of immunotherapy in a variety of cancer types, with antibodies primarily 
targeting anti-programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1), anti-programmed cell 
death ligan-1 (PD-L1), and anti-cytotoxic T-lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4). 
ICI predictive biomarkers such as PD-L1 expression, combined positive score 
(CPS), microsatellite instability (MSI), and tumour mutational burden (TMB) 
are currently used in a variety of cancers. Predictive biomarkers for the efficacy 
of ICI in SBA are still being investigated.
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